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·.· 
OBSERVATIONS ·o:r-:ı ~GUAGE USAGE 

. AMONG . 

. .. Bru:NÇUAL. CO~S IN. I~TANBUL 

... .. 
' .INTRODUCTION· · 

' :.: · .. · ... 
Tliis· ar.ticle is based upon a study conducted in Istanbul, Tur:. 

key from September 1977 to July 1981, with the main bulk of the 
data collected m ·1978 and 1979. Only the highlights are preseiıted 
here. The final reporf Öıi the project contains all of the statiStics 
which were-a.nalyzed, ·using the Univac 1106 data processing system 
at' Boğaziçi -Uıiiversity. in 'Istanbul and a program drawn from 
Stati.stical package for· the Soc"ial Sciences. 

The purpose of the study was to examine :variation in langu~ge 
usage within five ethnic groups in the greater Istanbul area, each 
of which operates with at least one language in addition to Turkish. 
The groups · examined aiıd thefr prmcipal laiıguages are: I. sürjrani: 
Turkish-Arab.ic: II. Armenians: .TurkiSh-Armenian; m. Sephardi 
Jews :· · Tur'kish-Spanisht French; TV,· · Greeks ·Turki~li-Greek; V. 
Itafi~ :· Turkish:rtalian:: ' · 

•. 

The. principl!l <la:ta gatherlı;ıg instrument w:as a . ca:refully con-
structed, pre-_tested, . eleven. page guestionnaire consisting· of four 
parts. The .first .two parts. esta:blish the personal, educational, and· 
language background of each respondent, eliciting such informa
tion as relative proficiency in languages spoken by the respond~nt 
and the people he associates with. The last two pa:rts present fifty
three . conv:ersat~opal situatip~s d.ra~ from certain spheres of in
terest ~d ,activitY. w:hich . wer~. f:ound to .be significant fo~ the 
gro_ups 1-n:v:oıv:e·q. 'İ'~e ~irst ten cpnyers~tions, comprising part three,· 
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take place in the privacy of the home, with the respondent discus
sing a personal, family matter with close relatives, ranging from 
his child to his grandparents. Part four consists of forty-three con
versations not ;necessarily restricted --to the home and family. These 
situations are generilly definei:l.i:n the followin'g ternis: speakers 
(spouse vs. friend), lo ca tion (home vs. theater vs. bus or shared 
taxi), and topic (ranging wideİy from personal 'to those w:Qich are 
media oriented). In all fifty-three situations the respondent is as
.ked which language (s) he would use and the relative dominance, 
if any of one language over the other. 

The questionnaires were distribu_ted personally by twenty-one 
assistants, most ot whom were members of one of the f:ive groups. 
Given the nature of the project, it was impossible to obtain a ran
dam sample in the normal delinition of the term. But the wide dist
ribution· throughout :various sections of Istanbul .assures that the 
sample is fairly representative of ·the populations considered. ·In 
aU, ·1,214 questioniıaires were distributed, .736 of w hi ch were retur-

. ned: A total of 675 were incorporated in to · the analysis. Group by 
group, the 'following numbers were · pr-ocessed : 65 ·Sliryani, ·213 
Armenian, 179 Sephardim, 148 Greek, and ·63 :ıtalian. 

THE GROUPS. S4.MPLED . . 

. -
. ·. There are no. official statistics a~ailable :·as ·to population .of 

the groups -examined in the .study, since t;?e Republic of ~key 
makes no distinction in its census repo~s among Turkish _cit~enş. 
The populatioı~ ~igures given below, therefore; .must ··be co~idered 
estimates provided by the sources as cited. The official Turkish 
census repoı:t of 1980 lists the' over-all population of Istanblıl; proper 
as' 2,853,539; and,· according to the Turkish Embassy iıi Wasp.iıigi:on, 
D.C., t~e' Cui'rent estimate for greater Istanbufis 5,500,900. · · · 

GROUP I. 

This group donsists ' o~ spea:kers whose principal Ialıgüii~es,".:iiı' 
addition to Turkish, are Arabic and modern Syriac. Their name' in 
Turkish is Süryani Kadi m · (lit. Ancient Syrian) ,· which is basically a 
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reıigious designation. Writers, especially in the West, often ·refer 
to them as Jacobites or Jacobite Syrians, after the sixth century 
m.issionary, Jacob Baradeus. The Süryani, however-, reject this desig
nation, ·but allow Syrian Orthodox as an acceptable English-equiva
lent of Süryani Kadim1

• 

· Up until very recently the Süryani population -of Turkey was 
almost exclusively distributed among the cities of Mardin, Diyar
.balor, and Elazığ in the southeastern part of the countr-y . . Their 
chief monastery, Daar ul-Safraiı; situated about ten kilometers east 
of Mardin, is stili in use after more ·than thirteen hundred years, 
although the main seat of the ,patriarchate is now in Damascus. 
Recently, there has been a great movement of the popula:tion fro~ 
the Anatolian settlements into Istanbul. · 

The present Süryani population of Turkey is estimated at 
behyeen forty and forty-five thousand. Of these, approximately 
sevente~n thousand five hundred currently ~eside in Istanbul .. AJ3 
recently· as fifteen years ago, there were .only one thousand n-ye 
hundred Süryani in the greater Istanbul area, and twenty year ~go 
there were no more than twenty to tJ;ıirty families. 

The Süryani popUlation of Istanbul consists inalıily -of mer
chants and tradesmen, a great ·many of whom ire in the jewi:üry 
and tailoring btısiness in and around the Grand Bazaa:r. The 
children generally attend school thro1;1.gh the lycee2 ; but it is · esti
mated that not more than one hundred Süryani are currentıy· en
rolled in a university. 

Süryani children attend Turkish primary schools . exclusively. 
'At the middle school and lycee levels they have the option of at
tending Turkish Ör foreiglı language schools, as do all Turkish 
citizens. There are no schools in Istanbul which use Arabic' or mo-
dern Syriac as the medium of instruction. ' · 

ı The infol'mation in .this section, includi.Il'g population figures, wrui provi
ded .ey .the representative of .the Süryani Patriarch ·in Istanbul, Archbishop 
Samual Alk-demir. · 

2 In Turkey · primary school · TU.IlS from grade one through five; middle 
school from grade ~ through n-ine; lycee or rugh school from grade ten· 
through twelve. 

--- --- ·--- -- - -- - - --
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Although Arabic language newspapers are readily available in 
the city, there is 'no local Süryani newspaper. It is estimated, more
over, that oruy about f.ive · percent of those who speak Arabic or 
modern · ·syl-üi.c ·can re ad it: A number ·of Arabic language radio 
stations · from nei.ghboring countries can be received cle'B:tly in 
Istanbul. 

The SUryani poj:nilation is, at the. moırient, in a state of mobility 
and transition. Arabid is widely used, along with Turkish, as a 
ıiative 'laİı.guage throughout the community. Very few speakers of 
modern Syriac were included :in-the -study. They ·originally came 
from villages in the xegion of Midyat, just northeast of Mardin. 

GROUP II 

. T~is. group is made up of t~ose speakers whose major non
Turkisl;ı l~gu~ge is Armeniaıi. r,rhe emphasis . here is on actual 
speakers · oi",Armenian, because although the curren~ Armenian p·o
pulation of IStanbul is about· sixty thöusand, it is estini.ated that nö 
more than thirty .thqusana ·actively speak the _language. The r~asön 
for this is the slow but steady mavement of Arnıenians from the 
Anatolian region of -Turkey into Istanbul; especially from the areas 
araund Kayseri, Siirt, an Sivas. These people are; for the most part, 
monolingual · speakers of Turkish. ·Current estimates. of the Ar
menian population of Anatolian range ·from fifteen to twenty 
thousand, with large concentrations in· the Mardin-Diyarbakir 
region3 • 

The Arıneriian community üf Istanbul ·has roots that· go back 
centuries. It was established ·as a viable, . activ~ entity -following 
the _conquest of. Constantinople in, 1453. Tra-ditional scholatship 
holds that in 1461 Fatih Sultan ·Mehmet '(The Conquerör) invited 
Archbishop Joachim of Bursa to come to Istanbul, where he in
vested him with the title of Patriarch. As a result, Armenians were 
not only attracted to the city, but were granted speciaı · status 

. i 
' _./ 

' 3 Uıı.official estimates of the population ·as well as figures on :tıhe sci:ıools 
were-pro.vided infor.ınally by the Annenian patriarchate in Istanbul. 
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through the Millet system of·the Ottoman Empire·', as the Greeks 
ana· Romaniate Jews· had ·been gra.nted· before- them. And the pat
riarch •becanie responsible for the ecclesiastical 1 and · civil · affairs 
of the entire .A.Tırienian p·opulation. 

Th~- members of the Armenia~ community a:re professioıialİy 
active, chiefly as . s~all busin~ssm~n. . merchants, and c~aitsmen. 
There are thirty schools in the city where Armenian is the principal 
language of instruction. Two Armenian. language newsp~pers are 
published in Istanbul as well as ~ weekly magazine. No Armenian 
language radio stations are Teceived · in the greater metropolitan 
~rea with the exception of the nightly one hour ,A.rmeni~ language 
broadcasts from Radio Erivan. A hospital iı:; run by the comm.unity 
as are homes for the aged. · Many Armenian ·schools have· alumni 
associations, w hi ch · contribute to the . active· social- life 9f the -po
pulation: 

As İı.oted above, oİıly <?De half -of· the population speaks ATme
nian in· addition to Turkish. There is · some indication,· however; 
that ··the ıİıonolin'gual iınmigrants iıito the city are acquirlıig some 
degree· of fluency·in Armeiıian or, at least, encouraging its use ·a.s ·a 
secon:d language among their c~Üdren:· . . . . . ' . . • ' : . . 

GROUP İlİ 

-The SepharcUm, those Jews who trace thei'r ongıns back to 
medieval . Spa~İı and Po.rtugal, . make . up the third group . saıripled. 
Linguistically this group differs from the othe:rs in that the mem
bers generally speak Spanisli and-or Freneli in addition to ~kisJ;ı. 
The Spanisli they spea.k; is a Castillian :dialect of the Middle . Ages, 
w hi ch, at ieast in i ts writtE:ın form, -is generally known as . .Laif,ino. 
The spoken langıiage, understandably, has been :heavily influenGed 
by the dominant languages · of the areas in which the Sepha:rdim 
settled, especially throughout the Balkans, North · Afrlca; and the 
Middle East. It is difficult to find ~gteemeiıt concerniı;ıg· tıie nam~ 

4 Each of these non-Moslem communities, which were .granted autonomy 
over their internal affairs within the Ottoman Empire, was knownasa Millet. 
Each Millet ;had official status, and its -appointed leader was responsible solely 
to -the court of ·the Sultan. . . 
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of this dialect, even among its speakers. Ladinoı Kastiıyanoı and 
Zudeo -ispanyolca -are among the designations accepted by various 
speakers in Istanbul. After some pre-testing, it was decided to use 
the general Turkish term for Spanish, Ispanyolca, in the study. 
French has also . been promoted as a second language within the 
community, especially among the. educated and wealthie! members. 

The Istmbul Sephardi communi.ty goes back to the reign of 
Sultan Beyazit n, who succeeded Mehniet the Conqueror in 1481. 
Moses Capsali had. been ırecognized by Sultan Mehmet as chief rabbi 
of the ·ıstanbul Jewish community in 1456, three years after· the 
conquest. But he was a Romaniate or Greek speaking Jew ·presiding 
over an almost exclusively Romaniate community. It was not until 
the tenure of Elija Mizrahi as chief rabbi under Beyazit II that the 
Spanish speaking Sephardim arrived in Istanbul. Fugitives from 
Spain and Portugal from which they were expelled in 1492, they 
first went to Oran in North Mrica, then to Italy, and fmally to Is
tanbul, where they were welcomed into the Ottoman Empire as 
well educated professionals. The Sephardim are to be .. distin
guished not only from the earlier Romaniotes, but also from the 
Yiddish speak·ing Ashkenazi Jews from central and eastern Europe. 
It is estimated that about ninety-five percent of the current Is
tanbul J ewish population is Sephardi in origin and numbers 
approximately twenty-three thousand5 • 

. Tlıere are no schoöls in Istanbul where Spanish is the medium 
of inst~ction, and there never have been. The majority Qf tl;ıe 
wealthier Istanbul Sephardim send their children to four or five 
particu1ar Turkish primary schools where the Iangı.iage of inst
ruction is exchısively Turkish. At the middle and lycee· leveis most 
Sephardi children attend _foreign private schools, ma-inly Frene}!. 
Unive~siti~s, as would be expected, are very well ~~en~e.d. 

The Sephardim sampled in this study are, for the most part, 
engaged in upper level professions, such as medicine and 'business. 
There are at least fifteen social and service organizations ·in the 

1 

,./ 

5 The figures presented ılıere are unofficial estimates provided by the 
office of the chief ra.bbi -in Istanbul. 
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city which are nın by the community as well as a hospital, a home 
for the aged, and an orphanage .. 

GROUP IV . 

The fourth · group examined consists of the Istanbul Greeks, 
whose religious, ' cultural, and linguistic traditions can be traced 
back to the Byzantine Empire and beyond. Almost immediately 
follo\\Ting the ·conquest of the city, ' Sultan Mehmet II decided to fill 
the pa:triarchal seat (which had been declıired vacant) with the 
Greek scholar and priest, George · Scholarius. The new patriarch 
assumed the title of Gennadius ll and in 1454 was invested with . 
civil and ecclesiastical responsibilicy for the entire Gre.ek Orthodox 
population. In this way, the Greeks were given their own special po
sition within the Millet system iiı the sa;me way as were the Jewish 
and ,Armenian populations .soon after. 

There have been many fluctuations in the number of Greek 
speaking residents of Istanbul throughout the history of the city, 
and it is impossible to give an exaet figure for the present size of 
the population. Instead, a range of between nine and twelve tho
usand is offered as an approximation, after consulting with various 
sources su,ch as the Greek patriarchate and the circulation depart
ment of the local Greek language newspaper. As recently as ten 
years ago the. estimate was forty thousand, and earlier the figures 
were much higher. There are very f.ew Greek speakers presently 
residing in Anatolia. 

It is estimated that at least eighty percent of the present Greek 
community of Istanbul has been indigeonus to the city for at -Ieast 
three to four· generations, and many families have been natives of 
the city for much 'ıonger periods. The majority of those Greeks who · 
emigrated ta. Istanbul . did so prior to the exchange of populations 
in 19236• They came mainly from the Black Sea coastal region, Bur-

·s In accordance witıh the provisions of t·he Treaty of Lausanne, which was 
signed in 1923, Greeks living in Turkey were exchanged for Turks living in · 
Greece. The only exceptions were the Greeks of Istanbul and .tıhe Tur.ks of 
western Thrace. 

. - ..... ~-·-·-·----- --· 
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sa, . and the Konya-Kayseri area· of Anatolia, as well as from the 
towns of Silivri and Tekirdag in eastern Thr~ce. 

There are thlrty ·primary schools where Greek is the main lan-. 
guage of instruction. In addition, there are three middle scıiöols 
and lycees for boys and two for girls. Many members of the com
munit:y enter ~Turkish institutions ·of J:i.iglier learning in the ·greater 
Istanbul area. · · · 

. . The Greek şpeaking population is engaged in :a wide range. of 
professions, from simple workmen to university. professors. In ge
neral, howev.er; tradesmen and sni~ll shop. owners predominate . . The · 
community supports ·two sports clubs; and ten cultural associations. 
There are numerous women's clubs, and the coİnmunity operates a. 
hospital .. One Greek language newspaper api;ıe.ars every day except . 
Sunday, and anather .appears wee~ly. Radio stations from .neigh
boring (}reece are clearly received in .the Istanbul ~rea, especially. in 
the evening_. 

GROUP V . 

. The .fifth . gr.oup .to be sampled is made up of those Istanbul 
resid~nts wP.<? speak Italia:n m addition to Turkish. This community 
is the smallest of those under consideration, and its origins are 
not as easily determined as those of the other four groups. How
ever, at. least. two, and possibly. tlıJ'ee, sources caı;ı. be· cited... · 

The first source is the oldest and most difficıilt to· tra-ce. The 
maritime pow~rs. of Venice and.Geri.oa had a great:interest in Istan
bul as a tradirig a:nd comm~rcıı;ı.ı center dating ·back to the Byzan
tine Empire .. The area of the .city·now known as Galata, a-cross the 
Golden Hor)l from old Istanbul, was · tlie principal Genoese settle
ment.-The Venetians. had their quarters within the confines of the 
old .city, itself, along the southern shore of the Golden Hörn. ·It is 
impossible to determine how many, · if any, of the present Italian 
speaking residents of Istanbul are actually descended from, these 
early · ~ettl~rs. İt is claimed by :ı;ı:ı.any members .of · th~/Italian . 
community that the last . descendents di ed . out in the eighteenth 
century. 

l 
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ı . 
The second source is the Italian merchant fleets, 'Yhich were 

active t:Q.roughout the Aegean and Medite~ane.~ un:ti). rec~ntly. 
The islan!is of Tinos, Chios, Rhodes, and Cyprq.s, in P.~rÜcular, had 
l.arge settlements of Italians, many of whom emigrated to I,zm.ir 
and Istanbul. Records exist. and have been, examined which trace a 
number of Istan·bul Italian families back to these islands. Further 
i.n;formation on t~s may be foU?~ in Sperco, 1959 (approx) . 

The third SOU!Ce consists of more recent arrivals from Italy 
who have joined the community on a permanent or semi-pe:nnanent 
basis. This took place in several stages, the first occuring between 
1880 anq 1890, when great numberş of emi~ants, especially from 
southern Italy, were seeking better economic conditions .abroad. 
Although the largest percentage went ~o .the Uniteıi States, many 
chose Turkey and Ist~nbul, in partiGular. In addition, the two world . 
wars contri.bu,ted to tp.e flow .of emigrants from Italy. Many Italian 
families who found themselves refugees during t~e early stages of 
World War II took up resi9-ence in Istanbl.ıı and stili remain. Finıwy, 
during the past decades Itali_an banks and other businı:ıss concerns 
in the city have imported personnel fro~ Italy to fil.l man~ger~al 
positions. A good percentage of this "!Vork force has reıpaine<;l . a~ . 

least for several years. 

· A recent estiİnate places the Italian speaking population of Is
tanbul at approximately one ·thousand, out of a total 'of two thou
sand throughout Turkey7

• There are two middle sch'ools and one 
lycee in Istanbul where the main language of ·instruction is Ita:lian. 
In addition, there aı:e three primary schools where Italian is used 
exçlusi~ely. Not all Italian childrez:ı: attend Italian schools, however. 
Many families in the community, especially those in the higher in
come brackets, send their children to schools where French is the 
principal language of instruction. This has led to a situation where 
some Istanbul Italians are trilingual in Turkish, Italian, and French 
or even bilingual Turkish and French. Moreoveı:, almost all Italians 
know at ~east some Gz:eek. 'fhis is especially tru.e of ~hose families 
who e~grş.ted from the .Aegean islands. 

7 .This estimate·was provided .by the of.f.tce of the Basili.ca of San Antonio 
in !ıstanbul and corroborated by the Ist-itııto ItaZiano di auıtura. 

.. --· .. 
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There is no locally published Italian language newspaper, 
although magazines and newspapers from Italy are available. Ita
lian i'adio programs may be ·received on).y on short wave. An Italian 
hospital is located in the city. One cultural organization is at the 
service of the community, and alumni groups from the Italian 
schools are active throughout the metropolitan area. 

It should be mentioned that numerous churches and synago
gues serve the religious needs of all five gorups. And these play an 
active and clearly defined role in the life of their respective com
munities. 

SOME MAJOR ST ATlST/OS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS 

A reasonable, initial expectation would ·be that Istanbul is a 
linguistic «melting pot» for the five communities, even in a limited 
sense, given their respective ·backgrounds and the fact that they are 
all living· in the same· geographical area under a roughly parallel 
range of socio-economic conditions. However, the situation is more 
complex than suggested by external similarities, with ea:ch group 
responding in its own way to. the cosmopolitan, predominantly 
Turkish milieu of the metropolitan center. To a greater or lesser 
extentı e~ch of the commuı:ıities has adapted to the environment in· 
which it finds itself. This is evidenced in the self-evaluation of pro
·ficiencies iii both the ethnic language and Turkish as well as· in the 
degree to which each group uses these languages · under divers 
conditions. · 

· There are several varia:bles tested in the study which appear 
to affect all of the groups about equally. Some of the more apparent 
are: 

1. Sex~ where females are 'generally more proficient than 
· m.ales in the ethnic language and less proficient in Turkish. 

2. Age~ where the older generations in all groups have a con
sistently higher degree of proficiency in their respective 
ethnic languages than do the younger generations. Also, in 
terms of language choice, with the one exception ·Qe the 
children's generation, whose picture is not entirely clear; 
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all groups indicate a progressively greater use of the eth
ı;ıic language as opposed to Turkis~, ·proceeding fz:om the 
re·sp~ndents' generatian to ·that of their grandparents. · - ·:· 

3. TopicsJ certain of which have a definite and predictable 
influence on language choice. For example, . topics drawn 

. from or influeJ:!.ced by the media ·induce a greater amount 
of Turkish usage than do those of a more personal nature; 
A comprehensive account of the relative influence of tJ:ı.e 
entire twenty-one topics tested as well as other variables 
included in the questionnaire is contained in the final report 
on the original study. 

There are other variables, however, whose ·distribution is more 
common to some commlinities than to others. These variables have 
important implications, both sociologically and historically, · in · 
that tentative reasons for their particular distribution are t~ be 
found in the origins of the groups, themselves, the nianner of tlieir 
movement into the city, ortheir current status within the general 
ur·ban population. To be specific, certain coiifigurations :revealed 
in the nalysis suggest that the Suryani and Armenians be con
sidered as a loose but separate entity on the on:e haDii, and the· 
Greeks and Ita.Uans as a .more cohesive unit on the other; with ~e 
Sepb,ardim standing sornewhat apart. This is supported by the fi
gı.ıres for language exposure, proficiency ratings, and usage. 

EVIDENGE FROM LANGUAGE EXPOSURE 

The figures for · language ·exposure reflect the tespondents' 
experience at both an early and a later stage of life." And evidence 
for the · grouping suggested above is available at both stage8. 

. One type of early exposure, for example, is the .first language 
spoken. in childhood. The flgures in~cate that. a _higher percentage 
of Greeks and İtalians speak their ethnic language initially than do . 
the Süryani or Armenians, even though all four groups claim a 
strong dominance of the ethnic language at thiş st~ge. 'J,'he Sepha.ı:
dim, however, present a completely different picture, with a much 
greater percentage citing Turkish rather than the ethıiic 'language. 
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The opinion of the resporidents concernii:ı.g the. l;mguage they 
consider native also suppörts the ·Süryani-Arm.enian/Qreek-Italian 
dichotomy, but not as decisively. The Greeks and Italians maintain 
a clear doıp.inance of the ethnic language over Turlrish ,as do the 
Armenians. The Armenians, however, indicate a lower figure than 
do the former. two communities, an<;} the Süryani are almost evenly 
divided between Turkish and their ethnic l~guage, with a slightly 
higher figure for Turkish. Once again, all four -contrast markedly 
\'\ritb. the Sephardim, who, almost without exception, •consider 
Turkish as their ınative . language.. · -·· 

Data concerniiı.g the first language· read ·are interesting only 
in that they are further . indication of the. strong. e~~.iç l~guage 
proclivity among the Greeks and Italians .. This is not . in ev.idence 
Within the So/yani ~nd Annenian co~urrlties. F~r: ~p.e thing, the 
Sür~ani . do not re ad Arabic, w hi ch _is . reflected in. that almqst 9n~ 
hundred percent of them sp~cify Turkish. And. the ~en~~s' 
al.İnost fifty-fifty division oı;ı the questi~n may b~ ~ccount~d ~9r . 
by the fact that :ı;nost literate .members of this community h~ve 
mastered their ow'n writing system as well as the ·:tt~~an ~rt:-. . . . . . 
hography of Turkish. -

. Further supp.ort for. a Süryani-Armenian/Greek-Italian divi- · 
sion is found in figures .for .later language eJ!1posure, particularly' in 
those measuring the language of the respondents' daily associates 
When the principal language of friends and companions is checked, 
for example, it is seen that the Süryap.i and .Armeniaris, taken to- . 
gether, differ significantly from the Greeks and Italians. 1n: all 
cases the former two groups claim that the majority of their 
fr~ends ap.d C!)mpa,.nio~s speak furkish . ~~ th~ir principal langu?-ge, 
while the Qr~ek and 'rtalian coniıp.unities both in;<l:icate the opposite. 
This suggests · a consciçms inciination of the · Greeks and Italians 
t6wards members of their respective communities through freedom 
of . choice. It should be noted that th~ Süryani and A.rmenians > dq· 
not form quite as homege:q.eous an entity here as do. the Gr~eks. 
and Italians, nor do they. iındicate as strong an affinity. towardS 
Turkish speakers as do the Sephardim. · · · / 

. "7: -

It is revealing that when the language qf rieiglibors and c.ol-
leagues is considered, a Süryani-Armeı::i.l.an/Greek-Italian grouping 

_l 
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is not in evidence. All five communities claim that such persons 
speak Turki·sh as their p.İ-incipallaınguage. This is most, likely iİl.!.~ 
to the fact that the choice· of neighbors· and colleagues is generally 
much more restricted than is that of friends and companions: 

EVIDENGE FROM PROFICIENOY RATINGS 

Further evidence for th~ . Sür.yani-Ar.meniap./G:ree~-Ita}.i~n 
d.i~hotomy is to be foı:ınd among the profici~İıcy r.a:t;ings ,p;royi!fed 
by the respondents for themselves aİıd . theiı: f8.miıy members, from 
childr.en to grandp~ep.ts. These were mentione!i -briefly ~J:ıove in 
discusşing the «age» variable. Patterns o~ dist;ributio~ which a~e 
clearly. supportive .. of the re-gtouping, however, appear . 4ı the 
proficiency ratings for the ethnic ·language rather than in tliose 
for Turk,ish.. · 

. A direct comparison of the S.üryani and Armenian cpmmuniti~ 
reveals that the two groups sha~e the sa'me general pattern of 
decline in ethnic language proficiencies frqm the parents' gene
ration to that of the respqnd~nts' cbildren. The S.ücyam grand
parents and parents are at a sornewhat higher level than are their 
Armeniaın counterparts. And the decreas~ in ethnic language 
fluency within th,e children's genera,tion is generally greater among 
the. Süryani. Despite ,these disparities, hpweyer, the over-'all picture 
is one similarity be1;ween the . two con:ununities. · 

The G;reeks and Italians also share parallel distribution: pat
terns in ethnic language proficiency ratings which, taken togeth.er, 
are distinct from those of the other three groups. Specifically, the 
Greeks' proficiency in Greek increases from the grandparents, 
through the parents, to the respondents, then declines slightly 
among the children. The Italians start at a very high poiİıt in ethnic 
language proficiency among the · grari.dparents, increasiıig·· through 
the parents to the respondents, tlieiı dedining slightly With tlieir 
children. Both communities, thenJ are very ·similar in the ·distribu
tion of their figures, the only dilierence bei.İıg ' the slightly lower 
ratings for the Italian grandparents and children compared tö-their 
Greek co.unterparts. · 

. If a Süryani-Armenian/Greek-Italian . dichotomy is evi~ent 

from the figures for proficiency in the ethnic language, ·an exa1lli-

-- -- - ·-- - ·-
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nation of the same figures for the Sephardi community indicates 
that this group stands quit~ apart. Tte Sep:jlardim show a slight 
decline in ethnic language proficiencies froni the grandparentS t~ 
the parents a.ıiçı a steep, steady decline from the parents to · th~ 
res.rıondents' chlıdren. And although this pattern parallels that of 
the Süryani and Armenians in the general decline ~ numbers, it is 
much more extreme. 

As noted above, proficiency ratings for Turkish are not clearly 
supportive of the proposed re- grouping. Although· each of the five 
communities has its own particular development in Turkish pro:
ficiencies across generations, there appears to be no comman 
pattern shared by the Süryani and Armenians on the one hand and 
the Greeks and Italians on the other which would · support the 
dichotomy suggested. All five communities show a considerable 
and steady rise in Turkish proficiency from the older to the · youh
ger generations, the only diffenrence between them ·being one of 
degree. 

EVIDENGE .FROM LANGUAGE USAGE 

In order to simplify the comparisons among the groups, the· 
individual figures for usage contained J.n the original study have 
been converted to over-all averages for the ·ten family and. forty
tbree general situations, respectively. These averages are displayed 
in the linear graphs below, -reducing the need for detailed descrip
tions. 

In choosing a language for comm.Unication within ·the fa.m,ily, 
the· Süryani and -Armenians behave iıi almost the sa~e way. Botıi 
groups use more of the ethnic langııage than Turkish, with the 
Süryani using a bit more of the fqrmer and less of the latter tiıan 
the· Arme;nians. The Greeks and Italians, on· the other · h and, u~e a 
very large amourit of their ethnic language as ·opposed to Turkish. 
This represents a major deViation from the other three communi
ties. And, although the Sephardim are more similar to the Süryani 
and Armenians than they are ·to the -·Greeks and Italiaİıs, tfı:~y 
differ from all four groups in thıı.t they use more Tıİrkish thaD: the 
ethnic- language. In short, the ·data for usage_ in fam.i)y situations 

ı 
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clearly show ~he relatively close ~m.ilar.ity of the Süry~ and Ar
İneniap.s. as well as the basic ilifferenc~ •between them and -the Sep.:. 
ha,rdiİn on 'the on~ hand and the Greeks ~d Italians on the other. 

The figures for usage in general situations show that the S~
yani and Armenian.s again have similar distriJ:nition pat~erns. They 
both differ . in their b_ehavior from family situations İl!- using more 
TurkisJ:ı than the ethnic langua,ge, with the Armeni?-IIS le~g 
smowhat more heavily toward Turkish. What is more significant, 
however, is that together they again centrast with the Greeks and 
Italians, who -both use more of the ethnic language than Turkish. 

, The Sephardim ş.re also set apart h~re, ~s ti~~ more dis
tinctly than they were within the family situations. For; altP.ougl:). 
they ipdicate t;h,e same general type . of distribution pattern. as tıie 
Süryani ·and Armenians, an exceptionally high precentage of them 
spe~k ~.k.i.sıi. as bpposed. to the ethnic language. 

CQNCLUSION 

Mutual characteristics of the Greek anıi Italian commıinities 
are cl~arly discernible from the . data reviewed in this p_aper. 'And, 
although it is not as easy to make a firm case for a Süryani-Arme
nian classification, these . two communities also share deffnite 
distributional patterns in language exposure, proficiency ratings, 
and language usage. The Sephardim are, if anYt.hing, eleser to the 
Suryani and Armenians, than they are· to the Greeks or Italians·. 

One important histarical fact , that distinguishes the Greeeks 
and Italians from the Suryani, Armenians, aİıd Sephardim is that 
the ·former two groups originaİly cam~ from the West, · malıily ' the 
Aegean region. ·Eveİı those Greeks who migrated from Anatolia, 
inciuding the Black Sea coast, had their ultiniate· origins İn the ·aiea 
of the Aegean and persisted in maintaming their cultural heritage 
across the centuries: An e~reme example of thi~ penchant to pre
serve traditional eustoms and institutions is found among the ·so
called Caramanian Greeks·, who moved to Istanbul fro;m. the cities 
of Konya and Kayseri during the 1920's. Although they no longer 
spoke Greek, they continued to use tradional Greek orthography 
in writing their adopted language, Turkish. 
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Aş noted earlier, In contrast to the Greeks an.d Italians, the .Sur
yani and Armenians., who . Tecently ·arrived in Istanbul, previmısly 
occupied settelements, in. the soutlıeastern pro~nces of Turkey, 
particul.arly in the Mavdin-Diyarbakır region of An:atolia. This 
makes _it more than likely that the two groups ~ad so;me mutual 
cçmtact throughout the yearş. It is j~t t~s type of earlier geograp
hical distribu~ioıi. . w hi ch provides extra-lingwstic support for the 
grouping presented here based upon current patterns of lingtıistic 
behavior. 

. The Sephardim represent an -interesting c-ase of linguistic 
adaptation, whicb, may account for .their partial .s~arity t9 the 
Süryani and Armenians. Lackin,g such. i.ı;ı.stitutions as special schools 
.for . the . community, -which would tend. to maint~ theiİ· ethİric 
language heritage,. they ,have had to rely on the family and, to a 
lesser extent, the syn;;ı.gogue as the p.rincipal preservers of com
munity values. And, although there is evidence that Spanish and/or 
French is still used at home, -especially among members of the 
o1der generations, it is clear that the younger members of the 

.. community have alm.ost completely adapt-ed to thei! Turkish lin
guistic environment .. This, in itself, .would,put them more in line 
with the Anatolian- rooted SÜTyani and .Arnıenians, than with . the 
Greeks or ItGilians .. 

The preserit investigation has at· least uncovered data · which 
strongly suggest 'Dıe pairing of the ·Istanbul Greeks · with the 
Italians· into what· might' be •ternied an· «Aegean Group» and the 
Süryani with the Armenians (and, more tentatively, the Sep
hardim), which ·could go. und~r · the heading of an . ·«Anatolian 
Group». The search for further evidence ·to justify such a . classiii
cation wo~ld require a · detailed study of the linguistic situation in 
~he relevant regions o~ Anatolla as· well as· the· Aegean, drawing 
upon· the tecbniques of hlstorical .and sociologicaı. methodology. In 
any event, the analysis c-arried out pı this study and the· sugges
tions .m-ade p:ı:ovide a point for · dıiscussion. as well . as an .impetus 
for .such. research, treating, as it does, the linguistic situation of 
the commulıities in Istanbul today. - ,_;;./ · 
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